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ABSTRACT 

An experiment in progress to extract a polarized beam 

of electrons from an optically pumped helium source gas is 

described. Possible ionization mechanisms in helium gas are 

outlined and the methods of optical pumping are shown to pro¬ 

vide a method for identifying electrons arising from those 

•5 

mechanisms involving the 2-^S^ metastable state. Calculations 

show that assuming conservation of spin, electrons extracted 

from the source gas should have an appreciable polarization. 

Apparatus for extraction of the electrons and for their ac¬ 

celeration to 120 Ke.V is described. The procedure for a Mott 

scattering analysis of the polarization of the electron beam 

is explained and a scattering chamber which has been con¬ 

structed for this purpose is described and shown to be ade¬ 

quate for these measurements. 
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I. Introduction 

Recent applications of the process of optical pumping 

in helium have led to the production of both a polarized He^ 

target for nuclear scattering studies'*' and to the production 
-3+ 2 

of a polarized He ion beam which is now being tested in 

the Rice University Physics Department. An extension of the 

polarized ion project has led to the following experiment 

which is an attempt to produce a beam of polarized electrons 

from an optically pumped helium discharge. A further incen¬ 

tive for pursuing this project is that it can be used to in¬ 

vestigate ionization processes in helium. This thesis first 

considers possible ionization mechanisms that can occur in 

helium in the pressure range 0.1 to 2 mm and then shows that 

optical pumping can be used to "label" some of these pro¬ 

cesses. The basic idea is that if one can preferentially 

populate the m = +1 sublevel of the 2 metastable state in 

helium by optical pumping, conservation of momentum requires 

that any ionization mechanism in the discharge which involves 

thii=; state should yield electrons in the +l/2 eigenstate. 

Investigation of the orientation of the spins (or polariza¬ 

tion) of the extracted electrons will indicate the ioniza¬ 

tion processes involved in the discharge; i.e. If there is a 

net polarization the triplet metastables are the source of 

electrons, if there is no polarization the ionization does 

not involve the triplet metastables. After extraction the 

1 



polarized electrons can be accelerated to produce a useful 

polarized beam. 

2 

There have been several attempts in the past to produce 

beams of polarized electrons. The most successful method yet 

is by Mott scattering or scattering of an initially unpolar¬ 

ized electron beam by the coulomb field of a nucleus. Com¬ 

ponents of the beam scattered in a given direction will have 

a net polarization. This process can also be used for po¬ 

larization analysis of an electron beam. Using this method 

-13 
beams of up to 10 amps and of 85% polarization have been 

3 
obtained. 

-12 
A second method has yielded a 10 amp beam of 50% 

polarization. This is done by photoionizing a beam of neu¬ 

tral potassium atoms which has, been passed through an inho- 

4 
mogeneous magnetic field. Again, the resulting beam current 

is too small to be useful in a practical application. 

S-8 Several recent measurements^ have shown that the elec¬ 

trons resulting from jS -decay have a polarization of -v/c. 

However using radioactive nuclei as a source of polarized 

electrons is impracticable because of the shielding problems 

associated with the large sources necessary to produce rea- 
«• 

sonable intensity. Extracting polarized electrons from op- 

9,10 
tically pumped sodium has been attempted but measurements 

have shown small polarizations. 

This thesis describes a new approach to the production 

of a polarized electron beam which is now in progress. The 
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electrons are extracted from an optically pumped helium source 

gas. The extraction and acceleration systems have been con¬ 

structed but not yet tested; these are described in Section 

IV. The subsequent polarization measurements can be made by 

standard Mott scattering techniques which are explained in 

Section V-A. The apparatus necessary for the polarization 

analysis has been built and tested using a beam of unpolar¬ 

ized electrons; this is described in Section V-B. The op¬ 

tical pumping system is now under construction. 
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II. Ioniztion Processes in a Helium Discharge 

In this experiment the source of the electrons is ioni¬ 

zation in the helium. We must therefore consider in detail 

the possible ionization mechanisms and estimate their rela¬ 

tive yields. In the following section it is shown that in 

this experiment we can use the methods of optical pumping in 

4 
He gas to study some of these ionization processes. If we 

place an external magnetic field on the sample bulb the free 

electrons in the discharge will be in either +1/2 or -1/2 

eigenstates, normally in equal numbers; if more electrons 

exist in one state than in the other they are said to be po¬ 

larized. If vie can align the electrons in the triplet meta¬ 

stable state by optical pumping methods, ionization process 

involving this state will yield electrons that will have some 

related polarization. This change in relative electron pop¬ 

ulation can be measured by the method of Mott scattering. 

Electrons arising from other states do not yield polarized 

electrons and the contribution from these states must also 

be considered. 

The following is a summary of possible reactions which 

lead to the creation or loss of free electrons in a discharge 

4 
of He gas in the pressure range 0.01 - 2 mm Hg. The rele- 

4 
vant levels of the He spectrum can be seen in figure II-1. 

A. The Direct Process 

He + e~ He4 + 2 e~ 
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Figure II-l Helium Energy Levels (Not to Scale) 
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This reaction requires the incoming electron to have an en¬ 

ergy of at least the ionization potential of helium which is 

24.46 ev. 

B. Cumulative Processes 

Alternative ionization procedures are all cumulative 

generally requiring the creation of a metastable state of 

helium (either 2^'SQ or 2^s^) before final ionization. Two 

step processes involving other excited states are not con¬ 

sidered because their short radiative lifetimes preclude sig¬ 

nificant populations of these states in comparison to meta¬ 

stable populations. The lifetimes of both triplet and singlet 
-R 

metastables in a typical discharge range-, from about 3 x 10 

seconds at the lowest pressures (0.03 mm Hg) to about 2 x 10 J 

11 
seconds at 2 mm. Possible ionization processes involving 

metastable states are: 

1. Metastable-Metastable collisions 

MHe 4 ->■ 6S-Ha •+ He + e." + H-.Sev 

In this reaction the average energy of the emerging electron 

• n 12 
is 9 ev. 

2. Electron-Metastable impact collisions 

^ H s 4 Q, —H GL"*' 4 2. e 

This process requires an incoming electron energy in excess 

of 3-8 or 4.7 ev for the singlet and triplet metastable ioni¬ 

zations respectively. 

3. Collisions with impurities 

M He + X —>• He. 4- X+ + £. 
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Such reactions need not be considered here because of the 

high purity of the helium resulting from the cleaning pro- 
2 

cedures developed for use on the polarized ion source. 

C. Diffusion loss 

The loss of electrons is due predominantly to ambipolar 

diffusion to the walls where recombination occurs. Diffusion 

13 
loss is described by Pick‘s second lav;. 

= V- Do.V N 
The loss is characterized by the diffusion coefficient D&, 

the decay constant T and the fundamental diffusion length 

A where A2 

r D* = 

At these low pressures bulk recombination can be neglected. 

In the afterglow of a helium discharge (i.e. when the 

discharge excitation source is turned off) electrons are gen¬ 

erated by reaction B-l for as long as the metastables exist 
-4 _o 14,15 

(*-'10 to 10 J seconds). Ionization due to electron 

impact is, of course, negligible. The electrons, which during 

the discharge had an average energy of about 2 ev, quickly 

lose their energy cue to elastic collisions with ground state 

atoms and come to thermal equilibrium with the gas in the 

first 100 sec after the discharge is turned off. This 

causes the ambipolar diffusion loss rate to decrease by a 

factor of about 100. The loss of electron energy makes any 

ionization process other than metastable-metastable colli¬ 

sions impossible. The net result is a brief increase in the 
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electron density in the first millisecond of the afterglow. 
12 Ingraham and Brown have also reported this effect and give 

a more complete theory in terms of a calculated electron vel¬ 

ocity distribution in the afterglow. In the afterglow the 

singlet metastables are rapidly converted to triplets by the 

reaction 
'He + e" j Q* -V G. + Q. 82 2.V 

The inverse reaction does not proceed because of energy re¬ 

quirements . 

During an active discharge there are appreciable numbers 

of high energy (20-25 ev) electrons so that a rate equation 

for the production of electrons must include the production 

of ionized electrons due to electron impact with ground state 

atoms as well as atoms in the singlet and triplet metastable 

states and metastable-metastable collisions. The loss term 

is due to ambipolar diffusion to the walls. Pew of the col¬ 

lision cross sections are well known so precise estimates of 

the contribution from each process is difficult. 

There are indications that the contribution due to di¬ 

rect ionization of ground state atoms is small and that the 

predominant ionization processes are cumulative. The rela¬ 

tive importance of metastable and ground state ionization can 

be estimated in the following way. The ratio R of the rate 

of excitation of metastables from the ground state to the 

rate of excitation of ions from the ground state is 

6 ( e~+ &S -»H) ♦ Y)&C>20avs) 
6 (e“-kGrS-*» tow) • Vie C> 2.5ev) R 
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So 
R 2 

s/hT SL 
z.s 

O 

for an electron radiation temperature of 2 ev, assuming sim¬ 

ilar cross sections and a Maxwell distribution. In the dis¬ 

charge the rate of excitation of metastables is equal to the 

loss rate. The steady state population nm of the metastable 

states in a weak electric discharge has been measured to be 

in the range 10~^ to lO"*'" /crn^ compared to 10"^ to 10^/em^ 

for the ground state. 

n ii i a 
loss rate = n‘ = 10 ^ 10 /sec 

lifetime 10~3 

18 
The rate of excitation of ions is then 10 //sec. We 

then have 

. .13 
10 > 

n. n„ 

electron lifetime io~5 

8 
and we conclude that the electron density should be n ^10 

e 

if the direct process Is the source of electrons. Typical 

14,15 
measurements of the electron density in a weak discharge 

9 o 
give ^ 10 /cmJ implying that cumulative'processes must be 

occuring. 

A further indication that ionization in helium comes 

from cumulative processes is shown by a comparison of the 

radiation temperatures of the electrons in a pure helium 

discharge with that of a helium discharge exposed to a reser¬ 

voir of mercury. In the Ke-Hg gas the ionization process is 

known to be cumulative. The first reaction is 
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&S, . - MM , 
He + e He +■ e 

followed by 

MHe. +H% e- (Penning Ionization) 

If direct ionization were to take place in pure helium the 

radiation temperature of the electrons would be higher (25 ev 

electrons would be required rather than 20 ev). Bekefi and 
<-| ^ 

Brown report that the two radiation temperatures do not 

differ and they conclude that cumulative ionization processes 

must be taking place in the helium. 
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III. Optical Pumping and Electron Polarization 

Optical pumping in He^ has been well described else- 

where""^’'^ and will be only outlined here. An electric dis- 
4 

charge is used to excite He gas into the triplet metastable 

state (see fig. II-l). Resonance light to excite the 

3 3 ■ 
2 Sn—2 P_ _ 0 transitions is obtained by means of a helium 

lamp with an appropriate filter. A polarizer can be used to 

produce right hand circularly polarized light and impose the 

selection rule Am = +1 (or -1 for left hand circularly po¬ 

larized light) on the transition. De-excitation from the 

3 3 2 P levels can only occur to the 2 S_ level because of se¬ 

lection rules forbidding the transition to the ground state. 

This de-excitation can return to any of the three magnetic 

sublevels of the metastable atom. The net process results 

in a preferential population of the m = 0 and m = 1 states 

(for RH circularly polarized light) at the expense of the 

m = -1 level. 

This process of preferential population of the metastable 

state must compete with any thermalizing process which tends 

to res'S^tre the normal Boltzman distribution. In particular 

17 19 
some of these processes are P state mixing * (i.e. colli- 

sional mixing of the sublevels in the P state before radia¬ 

tion to the triplet metastable state) and wall relaxation. 

The P state mixing problem can be minimized by operation at 

comparatively low pressures (0.3 mm and below). 
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Assume now that the optical pumping process has reached 

steady state. The following is a calculation of the result¬ 

ing electron polarization in the afterglow. (A similar cal¬ 

culation can be made for the active discharge but will not 

be done since the relative contribution from each of the 

several processes cannot yet be accurately determined.) The 

only electron production mechanism in the afterglow is B-l. 
3 

If we label the 2 substate populations by n+, n , and n_ 

the rate of electron production for this process is given by 

cW>g> 

cl b 
4 CAv-W. 4* dvU^o 4 e VI o 4 ?y)0Y\- 

Recent measurements by Stockwell suggest that spin angular 

momentum must be conserved in this reaction. Since the re¬ 

actants carry off at most one unit of angular momentum the 

coefficients a and b are zero. Assume that the other cases 

proceed with equal rate coefficients except for e which must 

be half of c, d, and f because it involves identical parti¬ 

cles. The process is outlined in Table I. In the last two 

columns n and n refer to the number of resulting electrons 
u d 

in each eigenstate. 

The total number of electrons produced in each eigen¬ 

state is 

r\u = Z + vVW- + '/a. 

Aj - 2. 4 vw\h_ 4 AJ* 

and the resulting polarization is 
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Table I 

He + 

S: 1 

He 
GS 

He 

0 

He+ + n u n 

1 (n+) 1 
0 (n+) in ) 

0 
0 

not 
Va. 

allowed 
fa na.n0 

(n0) 
-1 (n°) 0 + ^ + fa &n+n_ &n+n 

0 1 0 V'Z. fa n0n. 
0 0 ±/«z. ± \/^ 1*/ 

&P0 >in0 

(n_) 
-1 0 - fa ~ fa n n 

■1 1 0 ± i/a ±J* )in+n_ >in_n 
0 0 " fa - fa n^n 

-1 0 not allowed 

+ 
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R> 
- v\j 
+ v\± 

2. - ^0^—) 

2_0v^o+ + ^o^-) 4 v\f 

20 
Stockwell’s result for the steady state populations under 

the action of the pumping light in the case of no P state 

mixing is 

y\+ t \ + \ (3+3L+-^K45+c3L)^ +• ^•(l+L)(>S'+clL+'Sl<^C 

^ \ + i(3+3L+^lO'S 

v0_ ££ l 4 i (3 4 3L^ ^ 

where K:L;1 is the ratio of the intensities of the pumping 

light components DQ :D^ :D^ (see fig. II-l) and the parameter 

$ = 

fa* » V 

To Cio + (oL+K) 
characterizes the effectiveness of the pumping light where 

TC* is the spin state relaxation time of a 2 spin state 

and Yp is the time that would characterize the approach to 

equilibrium in the optical pumping process if no other me¬ 

chanisms acted to mix the metastable atoms among the avail¬ 

able magnetic sublevels. A value for ^ has not been well 

determined but Stockwell reports typically 1 to 2.4. His ap- 

for Kthtl is 0.8 :1:1 which gives 

VU — \ Hr H.6 ^ + 30 

v\0 — |* 4 

VI- — 1 4 
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Using these values we can plot Pg as a function of 2^ for 
X 

the triplet-triplet - collision which is shown in fig. 111-^. 
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IV. The Experiment: Extraction and Acceleration 

An experimental method for analyzing the electron polar¬ 

ization is Mott scattering or scattering from the coulomb 

field of a nucleus at high energies 100 KeV or more). 

This process requires that electrons be extracted from the 

discharge, accelerated, and then scattered from a target. The 

general design of this experiment is shown in fig. IV-1. The 

apparatus for producing the optically pumped helium discharge 

will be similar to the system used presently on the polarized 
Q-{- 2 

He-^ ion source and will not be discussed here. The most 

important differences will be in the method of extraction and 

in the use of Helmholtz coils rather than a solenoid to pro¬ 

duce the axial magnetic field. The extraction system and 

electrostatic lens have been constructed but not yet tested. 

Mott scattering requires that the beam polarization be 

perpendicular to the beam direction. The accelerated beam 

is therefore put through an electrostatic “spin rotator'1 to 

rotate the spin vector of each electron perpendicular to its 

momentum vector. Both the electrostatic spin rotator and 

Mott scattering chamber have been built and tested. 

The extraction system In the polarized He~' ion source 

depends on the use of a "probe" which is placed at the back 

of the bulb and which is biased at a large positive potential 

to extract helium ions. In a discharge of this sort this type 

of applied voltage results in a large potential drop (the 
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cathode fall) near the exit canal^ provides the necessary 

acceleration of the ions out of the bulb. 

For the extraction of electrons however, simply reversing 

the' polarity of the probe would place this region of rapid 

potential drop at the back of the bulb leaving a very small 

electric fj^jld at the exit canal where it is needed. With 

this in mind the extraction systen has been redesigned as 

follows (see fig. IV-2). A grid is placed around the neck 

of the bulb to define its potential, and electrode A is made 

more negative than the bulb. This is to reduce the number of 

electrons hitting the exit canal and producing secondary elec¬ 

trons. Electrode B has a large positive potential which pro¬ 

vides the necessary extraction voltage. Moreover a combina¬ 

tion of a negative and a positive potential of this sort re- 

22 
suits in a focused beam. Experimental adjustment of the 

two voltages must be made so that a well focused beam is pro¬ 

duced that does not hit either electrode. The correct poten¬ 

tials are strongly dependent on the geometry and cannot be 

precisely determined theoretically, but rough estimates are 

2^ 
that electrode A should be -100V and electrode B +2,000V. J 

The apparatus has been consturcted so that both electrodes 

can be easily altered if necessary. 

The production of secondary electrons near the exit canal 

is a serious problem since they will also be extracted and ac¬ 

celerated and thus mask the asymmetry due to the polarized 

electrons. This is compounded by the fact that He+ ions are 
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Figure IV-2 Bulb and Extraction Electrodes 

Figure IV-3 Filter Lens Schematic 
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efficient producers of secondary electrons. ’ However the 

number of secondary electrons produced by ions may be experi¬ 

mentally determined by lowering the voltage on the negative 

electrode below the normal operating potential so that the 

electron beam from the discharge is cut off. Secondary elec¬ 

trons are still produced at the cathode by ion bombardment 

and can be extracted^ measuring this current will give the 

number of secondary electrons. 

In an effort to reduce the number of secondary electrons 

the exit channel was made as large in diameter as possible. 

The maximum size of this hole is restricted by the fact that 

the optical pumping process requires a pressure on the order 

of 0.1 mm Hg while the free passage of the extracted electron 

beam and the maintenance of proper electrode potentials re¬ 

quires a pressure on the order of 5 x 10"^ mm Hg. A 2mm x 2mm 

hole with this pressure differential will have a flow rate of 
_2 2 6 

3.4 x 10 torr l/sec. This requires a pumping speed of 

780 l/sec, when the extraction system is assembled an NRC 

VHS-4 pump will be attached to a port immediately after elec¬ 

trode B. This pump has a speed of 1500 l/sec helium and 

1200 l/sec air which is sufficient for our purposes. A Welch 

Model 1397 lOcfm mechanical pump will be used as a fore pump. 

After extraction the electron beam must be focused before 

acceleration to 120 KeV. For this purpose we will use a five 

27 23 
element electrostatic "filter lens." ’’ A schematic dia¬ 

gram is shown in fig. TV-3. This has an advantage over 
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simple three element Einzel lenses in that it allows us to 

cut off any part of the beam which is below a pre-set energy. 

This will allow us the make studies of the energy distribu¬ 

tion of the extracted beam.. The design used is based on a 

similar filter lens used by Kessler at Karlsruhe and has an 

energy resolution of about 2$. 

When the properties of the electron beam have been in¬ 

vestigated an Einzel lens can be substituted; this will pro¬ 

vide much more beam intensity than is allowed by the filter 

lens which has relatively small apertures. There will be 

considerable loss of intensity in the present configuration 

since pumping speed requirements force us to place the vacu¬ 

um port between the extraction electrode and the filter lens. 

Moreover the entrance aperture to the filter lens is neces¬ 

sarily rather small. 

Small steering adjustments of the beam can be made by 

two electrostatic deflector plates placed just after the ex¬ 

traction electrode. This will facilitate getting the beam 

into the filter lens. Two more deflector plates are placed 

after the filter lens to allow steering corrections into the 

acceleration stack. 

An eleven electrode accelerating column and its corre¬ 

sponding resistor stack normally used in commercial Cockroft- 

Walton accelerator have been obtained from Texas Nuclear 

Corporation. We plan to use the power supply and console 

from the TNG 200 KeV electron accelerator in the Atomic 
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Physics Lab. Using this supply and console has the extra 

advantage in that it has a number of built in vacuum and 

electrical safety interlocks which would have to be remade 

otherwise. Post acceleration steering adjustments to get 

the beam into the electrostatic analyzer can be made with 

deflector plates. (Two 2,5 KV power supplies for this pur¬ 

pose are already built into the TNC console.) 
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V.A. Mott Scattering Analysis 

The most reliable method now available for the measure- 
—Q 

ment of electron polarization is Mott scattering. A sim¬ 

ple classical picture of this process is as follows. If a 

beam of electrons is incident upon a target with nuclear 

charge Z the scattering will be primarily Rutherford scatter¬ 

ing; however there will be an additional effect due to the 

interaction of the electron’s magnetic moment with the mag¬ 

netic field seen in the electron's rest frame due to the rel¬ 

ative motion of the nuclear charge. With an unpolarized beam 

of electrons this effect will be averaged to zero. However 

if the beam is transversely polarized, i.e. if the magnetic 

moments of the beam electrons are aligned perpendicular to 

the direction of motion there will be a non-vanishing force 

due to the spin-orbit coupling. It can be seen from fig. V-l 

that this force acts the same direction on electrons passing 

to either side of the nucleus. This gives rise to a shift 

or asymmetry in the trajectories as shewn in the figure by 

the dashed line. 

Quantitatively, Mott scattering can be described by rep¬ 

resenting the electrons as plane wave solutions of the rela¬ 

tivistic -Dirac equation. 

/- 
£ m C 

0 
1 
0 

A(kz-u)tr) 
£ + B 

0 
c p% 

E ■+ Wi t~L 

0 

1 

Si y = A 
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or 

(A^ v 

where A and B are constants '(in general complex) having the 

relationship o A A (b 
S = -tarn f J2 T 

A 

where © and (J> are the usual angles associated with spherical 

polar coordinates. 

With this notation we can describe the spin direction of 

an electron. If we require that spin be a good quantum num¬ 

ber we must define spin orientation with reference to the rest 

frame of the electron where orbital angular momentum is zero. 

(Total angular momentum commutes with the Hamiltonian in gen¬ 

eral but spin angular momentum does not.) We have two spin 

eigenvalues corresponding to projections parallel and anti¬ 

parallel to the z axis. The eigenvalue equations are 

where 6^. and also ^ and 6^ are the usual Dirac matrices 

0 I 0 0\ 
1 0 0 0 

O O O I 

0 0 1 oj 

O - / o <0 \ 

J o o o ' 

O o O~A 
oo A Of 

dug. ~ 

i O O oV 

o-i 0 6 

oo i o 
0 o 0-\J 

A spin direction perpendicular to the direction of mo¬ 

tion can be described by a superposition of these states 
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where A = 1 and B = 1, for that case 

6* (*V+ 4- Y~) = Y+ + Y 

This result corresponds to © 

have A - 1 and B = i, and 

90° and 4* =0°. For £ we 

6ver*.i*n = 
This result corresponds to 0 = 90° and 4 = 90°. 

A beam of electrons is a macroscopic entity so we think 

of the beam polarization as an ensemble average. The compo¬ 

nents of beam polarization are defined as follows for a pure 
29 

state. 
Pi = 1 6; | ''V >| 

RS with i = x,y,z 

and where RS denotes the rest system of the electron. For 

example if we have a beam completely described by Y + we get 

P* = = ° 

Py = = 0 

p* = <*H^X5 = I 
An arbitrary beam consists of more than just one pure 

state so the definition must include a sum over all possible 

states. 

P = ^ SA 
where g^ is the probability of finding the ensemble in the 

subsystem with polarization and ^ = 1. For example, 
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consider a beam with N-^ electrons In ^ + and N2 electrons 

in A|;~, the resulting polarization is 

' N, - M ~L 

M, v N T_ 

P and P are, of course, zero. 
A. y 

Mott’s derivation^0~^2 of the scattering cross section 

of relativistic spin 1/2 particles can be outlined-!as follows 

The wave function has the asymptotic forms for each com¬ 

ponent 

% = ft),/1
 + 7 

* = I, -2-, 3,4 

The general expression for the differential cross section is 

d 6(6,^ 

d-O- 
d-O- — £ 

> 

For incident plane waves along the z axis the a^'s (and simi¬ 

larly the u^'s) are related by 

a* p* c Qt 

E + vn (X*\ 

So that the differential cross section becomes 

4JI 

d JTL a,| 4- I 

Two separate scattering problems are done corresponding to 

the two possible spin eigenstates. The two separate asymptotic 
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wave functions are written 

a •) A^ = S 

= 

bo) - 

% =• ■£ 

+ — 

(■M) 

jit* 
4 

a 

\T 

T %' 
i k.N~ 

Y~ 

The parameters f2* sl" and s2 have fche relationships 

L — 

- ($> A 
.-”<5 /i Cp 

-2 

f(0,<^) and g^(0-) can be determined from the phase shifts 

qlW = -h £ {-e#‘V + \ 

33 
These can be evaluated by numerical techniques. The result 

for the differential scattering cross section in terms of 

these parameters is then 
» . ^ ^ 

cl JTL UP4
 |B|‘ 

If we now define the so-called Sherman function aj 

S(£ $) =r 1 -££-=*** 
IflMf 

i/L 



FIG V-2 
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the differential scattering cross section can be rewritten as 

- [M’ * IV'] 
S t A^S^^ 

* | Af + |Bf 
d-O. 

The Sherman.function has been numerically calculated 

S4 
for unscreened point nuclei by Sherman and more recently 

35 
for nuclei screened by the electron cloud by Lin^ and by 

3 6 
Holzwarth and Meister. The results of Lin’s calculations 

for 120 KeV electrons from Gold targets are plotted in fig, V-2. 

The differential scattering cross section for a complete¬ 

ly unpolarized beam is simply 

iJ&*UsL = (| P f v Wz) bsi 
<d JTL \ ' 

The result of Lin’s calculation for this is given in fig. V-2. 

Both curves are plotted for partially screened gold nuclei 

which will be more useful for later experimental comparisons. 

Lin also gives, the results for the unscreened case. 

For the scattering of a completely transversely polar¬ 

ized beam of electrons which is characterized by A = 1, B = 1 

we have 

d 6 (,-Q^ 

d-Tl 

+ + J£ 
2 A 

[Mx+hf][ i - s 
We can see that the scattering of such a beam will result 
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in a maximum difference in the intensities of the particles 

scattered into the angles ^ and (3p = ; in other 

words this asymmetry is maximum in the plane which is normal 

to the original spin vector, see fig. V-3* 

The left-right intensity ratio can be determined with 

reference to fig. V-3 • With an incident beam of polariza¬ 

tion P = ^1 ^2 we find the intensities of the components 
Ni + N2 

scattered to the right and left are 

Iw 
+1 R.2 ~ + Nt( l + S) 

Iu = Iu + I 
/v-' M, (l+S^ +- Nl TL ( 1 “ ^3 

II _ 4- Hz c 1“ s') _ ItSP 

I* ’ N.O-S) b WtC t ^ ” \-SP 

If the incoming beam is polarized in the z direction (i.e. 

longitudinally) there will be no asymmetry since in this 

case dj> = 0 and the coefficient of the Sherman function in 

the scattering cross section is zero. 

When the process of Mott scattering is used to measure 

the polarization of an electron beam the detectors should be 

placed at the angle •& where the Sherman function S is close 

to maximum (for a given energy) while still preserving a 

reasonable scattering cross-section. The Sherman function 

is relatively insensitive to changes in energy over a range 

of 80 to 500 KeV, but drops off rapidly below 80 KeV. 120 KeV 

was chosen for this experiment because it is the largest 
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energy easily obtainable with an accelerator column exposed 

to atmosphere and because many previous theoretical calcula¬ 

tions and experimental measurements have been made at this 

energy. For the experiments considered here the detectors 

were placed at an angle of 120° relative to the beam axis, 

where the Sherman function is maximum. Since the intensity 

of the incident electron beam is expected to be of the order 

of 0.1 na the intensity of the back-scattered electrons will 

be more than sufficient for an accurate measurement. 

It is apparent from fig. V~: that if an initially un- 

polarized beam of electrons is incident upon a target the 

scattered electrons at a given angle 0 will have a polariza- 

tion I. -IT. 
P = 

1^1 

This polarization can be measured by a second scattering. In 

this manner experimental values for S^) have been deter¬ 

mined.^ For 0 = 120° and 120 KeV incident energy 

s(£) = -a.376 ± 0.008. 
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V.B. Experimental Apparatus 

a.) The Electrostatic Analyzer 

Most scattering requires that the spin vector of the 

electron have a component perpendicular to the velocity vec¬ 

tor. Since the electrons are extracted from the discharge 

with their spin and velocity vectors aligned the spins must 

be rotated 90°. This rotation is done 3n a manner first 

proposed by Tolhoeck. Instead of rotating the spin vector 

a cylindrical energy analyzer is used to rotate the momentum 

vector by 90°. Since there is no magnetic field with which 

the spin can interact the spin direction remains unchanged. 

However the relativistic velocities of 120 KeV electrons 

with v/c = O..58 give rise to a magnetic component in the 

transformed field which rotates the spin slightly. The nec¬ 

essary angular deflection is given by 

a = £ ( L_ 
~ 2. \ E. - wi c1 

For 120 KeV electrons 0 = 110° and results in the spin vec¬ 

tor being perpendicular to the momentum vector. 

The design for the electrostatic analyzer was based on 

the calculations of the equation of motion for electrons 

39 
worked out by Millet. The analyzer plates were machined 

from aluminum and have a mean radius of 10" with a plate 

separation of 0.375" - *001" between the center of the plates. 

Each is 2" in height. The total potential required between 
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the plates is 

zv = 
YY16 C (g- 

e, O-fib 'lx 

where V is the potential on one plate v/ith an equal potential 

of opposite sign on the other; for 120 KeV electrons this is 

± 3,960 V. These voltages are supplied by two Fluke Model 

408B power supplies which have a regulation of 0.01$ and are 

continuously variable from 0-6 KV. 

The energy resolution of the analyzer is ^5$ and 
E 

was measured using electrons from the Cockroft-Walton accel¬ 

erator in the Atomic Physics Lab. The transmission is ap¬ 

proximately 30$. 

The beam profile at the position of the target was tested 

by exposing spectrographic plates wrapped with aluminum foil 

to the uncollimated beam from the analyzer. The resulting 

image appears to be uniform over a circular area of l" di¬ 

ameter. Divergence of the beam from the analyzer is expected 

since it does not become a focusing instrument until -0- = 142°. 

b.) The Scattering Chamber 

A cylindrical scattering chamber (see fig. V-5) has been 

constructed in the Rice University Physics Shop with an in¬ 

side diameter of 8" and an inside height of 8". It is de¬ 

signed so that scattering takes place at the geometrical cen¬ 

ter of the chamber. The incident beam striking the target 

is collimated to a diameter of 3/16” by a collimator located 
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at the entrance of the chamber. To monitor the beam current 

passing through the foil a Faraday cup is used. For reasons 

discussed in appendix I this Faraday cup is placed as far as 

possible from the target, the back wall of the cup is 12" 

from the center of the scattering chamber. The cup itself 

is a cylinder 5" in diameter and 5" deep,” to suppress elas¬ 

tic back scattering of electrons in the primary beam the back 

wall is lined with a graphite block 1/4" thick. The Faraday 

cup is housed in an aluminum vacuum chamber 5 1/2" in diam¬ 

eter and 5 1/2" deep; a large vacuum feed through provides 

both mechanical support for the Faraday cup and electrical 

connection to an electrometer. The tube connecting the scat¬ 

tering chamber to the cup and which provides mechanical sup¬ 

port for the Faraday cup housing is made of brass and has an 

inside diameter of 1.666". All surfaces that have any pos¬ 

sible exposure to incident electrons were painted ’with a coat 

of Aquadag (colloidal suspension of graphite) 0.4mm thick. 

The gold foil targets are mounted on a wheel which can 

be rotated through a vacuum seal from outside the chamber. 

Thus any one of four separate targets can be placed in the 

beam without breaking the vacuum. Alignment of the targets 

is made visually through a clear lucite plate in the top of 

the scattering chamber. 

The targets used in this experiment are self supporting 

thin gold foils of 193 - 10 yUg/cm/ and 'were obtained from 

The Hastings Company. Each target in its aluminum holder 
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has an exposed diameter of 1 1/4”. At the point where it 

strikes the target the maximum possible beam diameter was 

extimated to be 5/l6" so that there is no incident beam 

hitting the target holder. Each of the four targets can be 

positioned to within 0.1mm along the beam axis when placed 

in the beam; the errors are mainly due to distortions of the 

foil itself. Small deviations of the plane of the target 

from perpendicularity to the beam direction are negligible 

because it is the cosine of a small angle apprcxLmation that 

enters into the analysis. The entire exposed surface of the 

wheel was also painted with Aquadag to a thickness of 0.4mm. 

The procedure for mounting the foil on the target holder 

is to clean the holder with methanol, spray it lightly with 

aerosol high vacuum leak sealant (Columbine laboratories) and 

then to gently drop the target holder on the gold sheet. In 

this manner up to four separate targets can be made from each 

4" x 4” gold sheet. 

To detect the back scattered electrons two surface bar¬ 

rier detectors are used (Ortec SB-EE150-60). These are po¬ 

sitioned so that the scattering angle is 120° and the azi¬ 

muthal angles are-90° - and 270° respectively. The depletion- 

depths are- 120 and 100 microns and the detectors are thus 

capable of completely stopping electrons of up to 160 and 145 

KeV. The factory measured resolutions of these detectors 

were 20 and 17 KeV. Each is mounted on a port in the side 

of the scattering chamber and they are placed so that the 
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active surface of the detectors in 5" from the scattering 

center. An aluminum collimator with a 3/16" diameter hole 

is placed in front of each detector such that the solid an- 

^ -4 
gle seen by the detector is 1.96 x 10 steradian. The po¬ 

sition of this collimator can easily be adjusted so that the 

solid angle can be increased. To shield the detector as 

much as possible from external x-rays a 1/8" thick lead disk 

with a 1/4" hole for the back scattered electrons to pass 

through is placed in front of each aluminum collimator, a l/8" 

think cylinder of 1" diameter and 1 1/4" length is also po¬ 

sitioned so that it surrounds the detector. Lead is also 

placed on the outside of the chamber to shield against x-rays 

entering the detector from the back. 

The detectors are mounted directly onto a removable lu- 

cite flange by means of a vacuum feed through. The lucite 

flange is used to eliminate ground loops between the two de¬ 

tectors. To eliminate stray pickup and capacitive signal 

losses the preamplifiers are connected directly to the vac¬ 

uum feed throughs. 

The electronic block diagram can be seen in fig. V-6. 

There are two separate channels, one for each detector. 

The signal from each detector passes through a preamplifier 

(Ortec Model 109), then goes through an amplifier,(Ortec Mo¬ 

del 410) the amplified signal goes through a single channel 

analyzer (Ortec Model 420) which discriminates against in- 

elastically scattered electrons and then is sent to a scaler 
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(Ortec Model 431)* The scalers can be operated as master- 

slave so that when one reaches a prescribed number of counts 

they both are turned off. Beam current to the Faraday cup 

is monitored by an electrometer (Kiethley Model 610 B). The 

detectors are biased at a potential of 50 V by means of a 

separate detector control unit (Ortec Model 210). While 

studying the general characteristics of the scattering chain- . 

ber an RCL 256 channel analyzer has also been used. 

The scattering chamber and the electrostatic analyzer 

are both evacuated by a 4" diffusion pump (NRC HS-4) attached 

to a port in the side of the vacuum chamber housing the ana¬ 

lyzer. Since the detectors must be kept free of back-streaming 

diffusion pump oil, a liquid nitrogen cold trap is used. A 

Phillips guage located on the side of the beam pipe between 

the scattering chamber and the analyzer measures a pressure 

-5 
of 2 x 10 mm Hg or better. 

Initial study of the characteristics of the scattering 

chamber, electronic counting system, and electrostatic ana¬ 

lyzer has been made utilizing an electron beam from the Texas- 

Nuclear Cockroft-Walton accelerator in the Atomic Physics Lab. 

The beam was collimated to a diameter of 1/8" before the elec¬ 

trostatic analyzer. A 0.1 /xa beam entering the analyzer re- 

-10 
suits in a current of 3 x 10 amps hitting the Faraday 

cup which is considered entirely adequate to perform the ex¬ 

periment. (Most of the incident beam is lost at the colli¬ 

mator at the entrance to the scattering chamber.) It was 
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found that it was necessary to place a lead shield around the 

initial beam collimator to eliminate spurious current readings 

at the Faraday cup. The cause of this current reading is not 

yet known, but presumably is related to x-rays from the beam 

collimator. 

Typical energy spectra can be seen in figure V-7. The 

solid lines indicate actual data taken and show that the 

elastically scattered electrons are easily separated from 

the inelastic background. It was later discovered that both 

pre-amplifiers had bad components (field effect transistors) 

in the detector input circuitry. These have since been re¬ 

placed and the resolution of the system has been rechecked 

using a pulser to simulate the impulses from electrons. This 

clearly shows that the peak due to elastically scattered 

electrons is well removed from electronic noise and should 

allow precise determination of electron polarizations. 



FIG. V-7 
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VI. Conclusions 

It has been shown that some ionization processes in op¬ 

tically pumped helium gas are likely to yield polarized elec¬ 

trons. An analysis of the polarization of these electrons 

after extraction from the source gas will produce both infor¬ 

mation about ionization processes in helium and possibly a 

polarized electron beam. 

Apparatus for a Mott scattering polarization analysis 

has been constructed and demonstrated to be adequate to mea¬ 

sure the polarization of the extracted electron beam. The 

next step in this experiment is to assemble the extraction 

and acceleration systems and produce the desired beam. The 

most significant experimental problem will be in the adjust¬ 

ment of the extraction potentials and possibly the electrode 

geometry so that secondary electrons from the exit canal 

walls is minimized. The only significant remaining work on 

the apparatus for optically pumping the helium is the con¬ 

struction of a glass gas handling and cleaning system similar 

to that used on the polarized ion source and the construction 

of a pair of Helmholtz coils used to produce an external elec¬ 

tric field. All the electronic equipment necessary for op¬ 

tical pumping has been assembled for use on the polarized ion 

source and will be easily available• 
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Appendix I. Experimental Errors 

In his review article^® Tolhoeck summarized the chief 

sources of error Involved in both double and single electron 

scattering experiments. These are a.) inelastic scattering, 

b.) exchange of the incoming electron with an electron in 

the target, thereby losing the initial polarization, c.) mul¬ 

tiple scattering, i.e., scattering through a large angle by 

a succession of small angle scatterings, and d.) plural scat¬ 

tering, scattering through a large angle by two successive 

large angles. In addition to these we must also consider 

the followingi e.) multiple scattering from the walls of the 

scattering chamber and Faraday cup, f.) statistical counting 

errors, and g.) instrumental asymmetries. The first three 
40 

of these sources of error have been shown to be negligible 

when thin targets are used (less than about 10 ^ cm or 

200 yig/cm2). 

Simple plural scattering of an incoming electron can be 

visualized with reference to fig. A-la. The initially po¬ 

larized electron beam is scattered once with an asymmetry de¬ 

pendent on the angle of scattering (here 90°). The second 

scattering leads to yet a different polarization. The prob¬ 

lem is to determine the correction due to the asymmetry of 

the second scattering. Theoretical calculation of this prob¬ 

lem is very difficult and has in fact not yet been accom¬ 

plished 



FIG. A-la 

Plural Scattering 

FIG. A-lb 
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To minimize the contribution of this effect on the 

measured asymmetry the following procedure has been used in 

several experiments. ^'5 >6 scattering asymmetry at a giv¬ 

en angle is measured for several foil thicknesses. (Evap- 
p 

orated gold of thickness below about 150 jug/cm on formvar 

backings are generally used as targets.) Each foil gives 

a value of the ratio 

_ 1+ 

In. \- ste,-OP 

where t is the foil thickness. 

A plot of S(t,0) as a function of foil thickness is 

found to give a straight line for thicknesses below about 

300jug/cm^. This line can then be extrapolated to zero tar¬ 

get thickness. Using this procedure the most precise exper¬ 

imental values of S(^) have been determined by Mikalyean 

and van Klinken: for gold at 120° and 120 KeV this value is 

S(£3) = -0.376 i' 0.008. Kessler^-*- has measured the slope 

of the S(Q,t) vs. t curve by the above procedure for 120° 

and 120 KeV. This is plotted in fig. A-2. In his measure¬ 

ment the thinnest foil used was 20 g/cm^ and the thickest 
p 

was 185 yug/cm . The rms error given by the straight line 

was 4$. From the figure it can be seen that the value for 

S( 0 ,t) for t = 193 yUg/cm^ is -O.25 ± 0.01. For example, 

electrons with a polarization of 0.1 will give rise to an 

intensity ratio of 



FIG. A-2 
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In order to minimize multiple scattering of electrons 

from the walls of the scattering chamber or Faraday cup back 

through the target and into the detectors, we must make the 

scattering chamber as large as possible. The probability 

that any such scattering will be inelastic (and hence dis¬ 

criminated against) will be increase significantly if the 

atomic number of the scattering surface is made as small as 

42 
possible. In our chamber the scattering into the detec¬ 

tors from the various surfaces can be visualized with the aid 

of fig. A-lb. The incident beam is scattered into several 

definite regions: 

a. ) directly into the Faraday cup (between 0° and 5°) 

b. ) onto the sides of the tube leading to the Faraday 

cup (between 5° and 10°) 

c. ) onto the annular ring on the side of the chamber 

between 10° and 20° etc. 

Using the differential scattering cross sections for 120 KeV 

electrons from gold calculated by Lin (35) the contributions 

from source c.) is estimated to be negligible. The scattering 

from the sides of the tube is very small angle scattering 
42 . 

which also can be neglected. (This is particularly true 

for elastically scattered electrons since the walls of the 
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tube are thickly covered with Aquadag.) The most important 

problem is scattering of the incident primary beam. Rather 

than a rough theoretical estimate we can use the results of 

similar to ours a counter was placed on the target wheel as 

close as possible to the incident beam without obstructing 

it. (See fig. A-lb) This detector counted electrons back 

scattered from the Faraday cup at the position of the detec¬ 

tor. It was found that for every 1000 electrons back scat¬ 

tered directly into the detectors 1,070 electrons were back 

scattered from the Faraday cup onto the foil. The forward 

scattering cross section35 for £ = 60° is 1.48 x lO-2^ cm2, 

which makes the contribution into the detectors negligible. 

The distance from the foil to his Faraday cup was 60 cm 

whereas in our case it is 30 cm. Thus we must account for 

four times the solid angle or about four times the number of 

counts onto the foil that Kessler had. The contribution 

nevertheless remains negligible. 

The statistical error is calculated to be 

where and are the number of counts into each detector. 

For example, if S = 0.25 and P = 0.1 and we have 50,000 counts 

into each detector 

a simply measurement by Kessler. In his apparatus which was 

0.01 
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Instrumental asymmetries are the most significant source 

of error in most Mott scattering experiments. Generally, the 

entire scattering chamber must be rotated about the beam axis 

6,8 
to correct for them. However in this experiment the prob¬ 

lem is eliminated since the polarization can be inverted sim¬ 

ply be reversing the sense of circularly polarized optical 

pumping radiaiton source so that the m = -1 levels of the 

triplet metastable state are preferentially populated. 
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